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Mise-en-scène, Knowledge and Participation: Considerations 
of a Filming Anthropologist  

Perle Møhl  

Abstract: Drawing on two integrated research and film projects, the article investigates the implications for the 
anthropological project of approaching the field as a filming anthropologist. What does the camera ‘‘do’’ to the 
world and to the anthropological project? What shifts of form, what mises en sce`ne take place when the 
camera sets in? What domains do we move into? And what can we learn from the process about the lives, 
imagined worlds and aspirations of other people and about the intersubjective production of anthropological 
knowledge?  
 

 

My curiosity about film media goes back to my first years of study: my use of and ideas about the 
media developed in parallel with an understanding of the potential and the responsibilities of 
anthropology. The two different modes of representation and fields of knowledge production have 
developed into an integrated practice, one that I call a filmic anthropology.  

This article will explore the consequences for the anthropological knowledge project of approaching 
the field as a filming anthropologist. The act of filming is a particular practice that structures the 
position of the anthropologist in the field. Furthermore, it is a tangible mode of investigation that 
privileges the participation of those filmed both in the process of representation and in the course of 
their production of knowledge.  

Using examples from fieldwork conducted among peasants in Central France and an Amerindian 
group in the jungle of French Guiana, I will show how a filmic approach creates a cooperative frame, 
a stage, for the production of new insights and knowledge. The analysis will also reveal that in the 
end it is the participation that determines and shapes the field, and not the other way around.  

My early interest in film media arose for two reasons. First, I believe that one of the responsibilities of 
anthropology is to convey knowledge about the diversity of the world to as large an audience as 
possible; to open up the horizons of people and make the world more spacious, culturally and 
politically speaking, thus confirming the multiple modes of action open to humans. As an 
anthropologist, to film was to use a conventional medium to reveal the unconventional and to bring 
light to significant injustices, peculiarities, and alternatives. It was to use the communicative potential 
of film to talk about differences and likenesses in a different way than texts do, drawing on the 
transcultural potential of film, as David MacDougall calls it (1998). Secondly, I wanted to explore 
forms of expression other than writing. I felt that film was not only another way of expressing oneself 
but, because the medium is open to other qualities, also a means of allowing me to become aware of 
other aspects and elements of people’s worldviews.  
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France and French Guiana. [From 2016-19, she has studied biometric border control, senses and visual enskillment]. 
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This impression was eventually confirmed. Working with a camera in the field came to have decisive 
consequences for the direction that my work and my awareness would take. Though my initial 
interest in the medium had been spurred by its representational qualities, in the end, it was mainly 
the relational and epistemological processes of fieldwork that were influenced. Using the medium 
was not only another way of mediating already acquired knowledge; it was a completely different 
way of experiencing. As such, the filming process itself became the basis of my approach to the field 
(Møhl 1995).  

 

FILM, FIELD AND TIME  

Since film’s invention in 1895 and up through the 20th century, anthropologists have mainly used it 
for three different but often overlapping purposes: documenting what they considered ‘‘disappearing 
cultural forms,’’ collecting data for further analysis after fieldwork, and publicizing foreign cultural 
practices to an (often Western) public.1 Today, most anthropologists’ use of the camera is still 
characterized by the fact that the purpose and results lie beyond the field. They film and archive 
‘‘customs’’ for future consultation, study old footage to obtain new data, and edit recordings into 
narratives that reflect and transmit their already acquired knowledge about a given subject to a future 
public.  

This temporal projection is consistent with the principle upheld by many filming anthropologists that 
one should not start filming before knowing one’s field thoroughly (e.g., Heider 1976; Rouch 1975). 
There might be practical reasons to sustain this argument, such as acquiring the necessary language 
proficiency and establishing a confidential relationship with the people filmed, but the idea also 
seems to support the assumption that ethnographic representations must reflect knowledge as a 
complete body and not as a continuous process. Filming is not in itself seen as a practice of 
knowledge production, it is instead appended to the fieldwork as a separate procedure. The filmic 
representation reflects the knowledge of the anthropologist but does not alter it.  

Conversely, a filmic anthropology is characterized by the fact that its potential resides in the field and 
not beyond it. As a conscious strategy, the camera is present from one’s first day in the field, whereby 
it, as we shall see, radically alters the fundamental relational and epistemological conditions of the 
fieldwork and for the representations that may come out of it. In that sense filmic anthropology 
attempts to overcome the problems raised by the anthropological self-critique of the Eighties 
concerning practice and representations (Clifford and Marcus 1986; Fabian 1983); but it also 
contributes to the epistemological discussions of the correlation between method and knowledge 
production.  

Finally, it should be noted that although I focus on the process in the field, a filmic anthropology is 
based on the production of an actual film intended for future audiences, as we shall see below. But 
the fact that the projection of this film will take place beyond the present and beyond the field only 
intensifies the meaning of what goes on in the present.  

I will specify below some of the implications of approaching the field with a camera. First, I will 
examine how it changes the relational aspects of fieldwork and shifts the epistemological 
conditions—if indeed the two may be detached. Next, I will present some discussion with examples 
from two very different studies that focus on very different themes which are addressed with the same 



methodological approach. Finally, the shift of perspective that arises from comparing these two very 
different experiences will lead to some considerations about one of the basic conditions of fieldwork, 
namely participation.  

 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FILMIC ANTHROPOLOGY  

Some ideas about a filmic anthropology and bringing a camera into the field arose from the need to 
set up basic principles for a protocol or etiquette in the field that could be considered as a series of 
self-afflicted circumstances and obstacles constantly requiring consideration. This is not a recipe, for 
cameras can certainly be used in ways different from that outlined here. Here I simply identify 
potential rather than inherent qualities of the camera. For, like all other mechanical gadgets, the 
camera itself does not dictate how it is to be used. Such usage is instead inscribed within 
relationships between people and their respective views on the world and one another. Nevertheless, 
this potential is sustained by the qualities of the camera and the media of film, qualities that are of 
both a technical and phenomenological nature and that are radically different from the conditions of 
a traditional pencil-and-notebook fieldwork and the subsequent production of textual representations. 
In order to sketch out these principles more clearly, I will consider them in opposition to a more 
classical fieldwork practice, even though these considerations can actually also be instructive for 
fieldwork without a camera.  

Earlier I characterized a filmic anthropology2 as a positive constraint (Møhl 1995: 41) because it both 
expands and complicates the anthropological project. It alters the conditions of the fieldwork because 
it compels the anthropologist to be much more explicit about his or her endeavor, and it installs a 
dependency on the people whose lives are to be filmed if the endeavor is to succeed. The 
anthropologist gives up both a part of her fieldwork control and of her representational authority. At 
the end of the day, the risks and dependency that the anthropologist is willing to take on are what 
gradually opens up and gives access to people’s lives, hearts and thoughts, and thus, in more 
scientifically appropriate terms, to the field and to knowledge.  

 

VISUALIZING ANTHROPOLOGY  

Working with a camera in the field one’s presence, actions and whole endeavor are highlighted to a 
much higher degree than when one simply takes notes. With a camera on one’s shoulder one’s 
participation in local life is characterized by the fact that one is not so much inconspicuously trying 
to acquire local forms and practices as bringing about and catalyzing action.  

The fieldworker is therefore obliged to justify and clarify his or her presence and to ask for the 
permission and approval of those present. This implies that one is also risking being rejected if they 
find that one’s project or presence is not justified.  

Furthermore, the camera has the quality of constantly making explicit what constitutes its object – 
and thereby also the fact that it has an object. It does this in several different manners. First, the 
simple presence and functioning of the camera in the field indicate that something is being framed, 
that something has attracted the attention of the anthropologist. Furthermore, two circumstances of a 



technical nature contribute to the visualization, or concretization, of the anthropological project: the 
optical field and the on-off options. For one, because of the reduced optical field, the anthropologist 
is per definition constantly picking out a fraction of space and discarding the rest in a much more 
conspicuous way than the omni-alert anthropologist whose senses in principle should cover 360º of 
the space and whose focus can never be determined with certitude. This ‘‘fraction’’ can be measured 
in degrees (for example, 7–72º for a normal video camera). But the essential thing is that the selection 
is constantly being communicated to the people whose lives are the object of analysis. The 
establishment of this tangible space gives the potential collaborators the possibility to move in 
relation to it, and thereby to determine whether they want to contribute to the process of 
representation, and with what, in a kind of fluid process of constant negotiation and emergence. This 
fraction of space obviously corresponds to a front-stage, in the Goffmanesque sense, and all the rest 
to a back-stage where actions are not framed or reproduced, at least not visually (Goffman 1959).  

This spatial phenomenon is supported by another circumstance, also of a technical and often 
trivialized nature, but with wide ethical consequences: that the camera is not always on. Contrary to 
the senses of the participant-observer anthropologist, the camera is successively turned on and off. 
The on-off mechanism thereby also gives substance to the fields of interest of the anthropologist and 
aids in the visualization of the overall anthropological project. Like a Goffmanesque cue (Goffman 
1959), the little red light indicates that the camera is running and the space is ‘‘activated.’’ So where 
many filming anthropologists hide the red indicator light in order to minimize the filmed people’s 
awareness that they are being filmed, I choose to let the light remain visible. This is not only a 
courtesy to let people know that their activities are being inscribed on the tape, thereby indicating 
where my interests lie and where they do not; but also, as we shall see, a signal that now the stage is 
open.  

Finally, not only do these delimitations in time (on-off) and space (optical field) communicate the 
intentions of the anthropologist; they are also helpful in aiding the researcher to determine what 
constitutes her often elusive analytical objects and delimiting the empirical object.3 For the camera is 
never operated on the basis of conscious and cognitive purposes and ideas alone; it is just as much 
monitored by presentiments and intuitions, and by subtle events in the intangible intersubjective 
space. Thus in the establishment of the first minute premises for a shared anthropology we move 
away from the documentation of previously established and bounded knowledge to the creation of 
knowledge as a probing and intersubjective process.  

The visualization of the anthropological project is not only an ethically grounded endeavor in itself. It 
also constitutes the condition under which people may determine whether they want to inform the 
anthropologist and collaborate or not, and what they wish to participate with, whether words or 
actions. As Jeanne Favret-Saada says, the reasons for one’s presence and questioning have to make 
sense within the frames of the field and to the people whose lives one wishes to know something 
about. Otherwise, one will only be met by distancing rejections (Favret-Saada 1977: 33–36) or formal 
politeness, if one is not simply asked to leave the field and the country, like Michael Herzfeld 
describes (1983: 152– 158). The question of peoples’ will to cooperate and motives for collaborating 
is often indefinable in anthropology, but for a filmic anthropology it becomes crucial and possibly 
somewhat easier to define. Without people’s active collaboration and participation in the process of 
representation, in the film recordings, there is no representation, at least not of human life.4  

 



PARTICIPATION  

Equipped with a camera in hand, the anthropologist takes some extra risks. The visualization of the 
project and the anthropologist’s position, and the fact that the filmic project cannot be realized 
without the consent and participation of people, means that the project may fail if it is not sustained 
by legitimate reasons that make sense within the local framework. Reasons for collaborating may be 
different for the different parties, but this does not necessarily jeopardize the realization of the project 
or the different parties’ satisfaction with the results.  

Filmic anthropology involves not only the participation of the anthropologist in the field and the 
everyday lives of people but also the filmed people’s participation in the process of representation. 
The importance of this participation for the end product, the film, is further accentuated by the 
indexical nature of the film media: the pictographic and sonorous sign elements are created in the 
instant of filming by all parties together, and not beyond the field, as the symbolic signs of text 
usually are (unless it presents the unedited fieldnotes of the anthropologist, which usually do not 
imply a joint writing either). The medium of film generally uses all three of Peircian sign relations: 
icons, in that many of the sign elements are attributed meaning by virtue of their likeness to the 
pictured objects; symbols, in that both objects in the image and words on the sound-track may signify 
meaning through convention (like linguistic signs do); and indexes, in that the represented elements 
are imprints of what was in front of the lens and near to the microphone (Møhl 1993; Nichols 1981). 
This means that the basic elements, the single images that the editing anthropologist is working with, 
cannot be further developed and adjoined with new information; they belong to the time of their 
creation. In Johannes Fabian’s terms, there is a simultaneity between a film recording and its object, 
in the sense that what appears on the screen is exactly what the filming anthropologist saw in the 
viewfinder and heard during recording (Fabian 1983).5  

Inversely, the reciprocal participation means that the anthropologist who, as Herzfeld says, is an 
active agent in her field (Herzfeld 1983), necessarily also will inscribe her presence and agency in the 
representation as one of many ‘‘writing’’ subjects. This reciprocal participation also means that the 
project and the representation take on the intersubjective, dialogical and polyphonic form that early 
anthropology has been criticized for lacking (Clifford 1988), whereby the representational authority 
becomes shared. Indeed, where anthropologists trying to install a textual polyphony have had 
difficulties finding textual forms that did not in the end belittle the various contributions, but could 
explicitly indicate who is talking about what when—informants, conversational partners, the 
anthropologist herself—as Clifford notes (ibid.: 49–53), these different contributions and levels stand 
out clearly in filmic material. The interlocutors stand as individual speakers, and the interpretations 
and explanations of the anthropologist that do not take place in the field in direct speech are explicit 
in the editing and in commentaries. The voices and actions of the people filmed follow along as 
integrated parts till the end, and not only the fieldwork process but also the representation are thus 
shaped by cooperation.  

 

THE STAGE AND ITS ANALYTIC POTENTIAL  

As I have noted above, the camera establishes a special and tangible delimitation in time and space 
that depends completely on the awareness by the actors of the camera. However, a common 
preoccupation in the history of ethnographic film has been the attempt to reduce or totally prevent 



the subjects’ awareness of the camera. Mead and Bateson recommended setting up unmanned 
cameras at strategic points in the field site (Mead 1975) or using a special mirror-optic that filmed to 
the side when they assumed people didn’t want to be filmed (Bateson 1942: 49). The goal was to film 
spontaneous and natural behavior (idem), by which they meant as if neither the anthropologist nor 
the camera were present.  

Most anthropologists have given up such misleading procedures, usually acknowledging their own 
presence and the effect of the camera on situations filmed, even letting the trompe-l’oeil effect fade 
by leaving in glances at the camera, communication with the filmmaker or comments on the filming 
itself. But where such reflections are tolerated they are seldom directly exploited. The recordings are 
of cultural phenomena existing beyond the filmed situation, not in it, and illustrate the 
anthropologist’s already established knowledge on the topic.  

l have chosen a different approach, namely to consider the time-space delimitation established by the 
camera as a stage, and to base my anthropology on what happens on and around this stage.  

Everyone who has experienced filming knows the special effect the camera has on people being 
filmed and on what they are doing: they may go on living their lives, but they do so in a slightly 
different manner. One gets the impression that they are performing their own lives. I have defined this 
‘‘slightly different’’ manner, this mise-en-scène, as a semantic densification, to use Edwin Ardener’s 
notion (1987), a densification that occurs when the camera is turned on (Møhl 1995). This is 
analogous to James Peacock’s definition of performances as condensed, distilled and concentrated 
life (Edwards 2001: 17). The condensation of meaning that takes place when film footage is edited 
thus already commences in the actions of the actors themselves, when they seek to mark out things 
more clearly by choosing significant actions and activities, or to speak in more precise ways, and 
even to accelerate movements and processes. The question is of course how we may understand and 
analyze this slightly different manner and the shifts that are taking place.  

As for the effects of the camera and the stage that it installs, it seems appropriate to find inspiration in 
some of the classic concepts of the performative perspective, concepts that have mainly been 
developed by Victor Turner in his analysis of rituals and social dramas (1988, etc.). According to this 
logic, the on-off mechanism could well be thought of as a ‘‘cue’’ (Goffman 1959) or as a 
metacommunicative sign that installs brackets, producing a shift and indicating that this is another 
type of behavior (Bateson 1955). The space dimension, the optical field, and the on-off time 
dimension thus create a special metacommunicative filming frame.  

This filming frame is not only defined by its spatial and temporal dimensions; other phenomena also 
contribute to defining the distinctive character of what is being framed. The framing is thus in part 
constituted by technical aspects of the camera and by the delimitation in time and space, as we have 
seen, but also by the fact that the camera assimilates visual and auditory impressions, that the 
auditory space is larger and more encompassing than the visual one, that the camera can move and 
follow the actors’ actions, and that the assimilated impressions are recorded and may be replayed 
beyond the present and thereby ‘‘represence’’ the subjects (Deger 2006: 99). Moreover, relational 
aspects such as who operates the camera, his relationship to the other actors, the overall project that 
may appeal to some types of activity and practice more than others, as well as a series of other 
circumstances, shape what is taking place onstage. Furthermore, activities that are being filmed and 
thus framed may have frames of their own that are independent of those of the camera and will 
interact in different ways.  



The frame thus contributes to defining and characterizing the densification that takes place, both in 
the selection of some things from the daily flow of life and the exclusion of others, as well as in the 
shift of doing daily life activities in a slightly different manner. There is thus a transformation of 
something into something else.  

As mentioned before, anthropologists have earlier tried to avoid camera-consciousness and the 
illusion-breaking glances at the camera that indicated such consciousness. They thought they could 
make people forget the camera, and if not they worked out ways to conceal that they were filming. In 
a positivist approach, the scheme was that the speech and actions of individuals reflected something 
more general and abstract, namely their culture. The actions were reflective – the singular action 
reflects culture, the singular individual reflects society – but not reflexive. The glance at the camera 
suddenly installs reflexivity, self-consciousness and also the spectators’ impression that something out 
of the ordinary is taking place.  

Victor Turner discusses the difference between the reflective and the reflexive, saying that cultural 
performances are not only reflective – in that they show something – but also reflexive, in that they 
indicate that they show something and install a consciousness (Turner 1988: 42). And he identifies 
this performative reflexivity as a locus for change: ‘‘cultural performances . . . are not simple 
reflectors or expressions of culture...but may themselves be active agencies of change, representing 
the eye by which culture sees itself and the drawing board on which creative actors sketch out what 
they believe to be more apt or interesting ‘designs for living’ ’’ (ibid.: 24).  

As for the condensations of life mentioned earlier, we have come a step further when we agree that 
filmed performances not only reflect life but actually propose alternatives to it. Later in his analysis, 
Turner introduces what he calls a ‘‘subjunctive mood,’’ a grammatical concept: while the indicative 
mood expresses how things are, the subjunctive mood – and most performances enfold themselves in 
this mood – expresses suppositions, desires, hypotheses, possibilities (ibid.: 101).  

So to say something without concluding about what characterizes this ‘‘slightly different’’ manner in 
which people carry out things when the camera sends out its ‘‘cues’’ and installs a frame for action, 
one could propose the hypothesis – and here a subjunctive mood is required – that people would not 
only be playing out their lives in a condensed form, but would also be staging themselves in ways 
that expressed how they would like to experience themselves and be experienced by others, which 
desires they have for the future, and ideas about the present, and which possibilities they feel they 
have for sketching out different designs for their lives and for actually realizing them.  

In this way, and combined with the comparative perspective it proposes, relating what goes on 
respectively on the stage to what goes on off it, the anthropologist may gain insight into significant 
collective values and to what one might call current ‘‘ideal types’’ – in this case, not the analytical 
construct of the scientist, proposed by Max Weber (1949), but the abstract models of people 
themselves, as well as to how individuals consider and present such values and types and how they 
propose personal alternatives to them. This gives insight into how these specific actors assess their 
own possibilities of influencing their own lives and which projects and alternative ways of life they 
actually believe lie within their range of action.  

In the following section, I will show how the camera activated some of the potentials discussed 
above during two different fieldwork studies and yielded different results and insights. Both research 
projects took a film project as their point of departure, so in both cases the film media conditioned 



access to the field and created the axis around which an eventual collaboration could arise and my 
gradual access to knowledge could commence.  

 

AN EXAMPLE FROM CENTRAL FRANCE: THE POSITION  

In 1990 I started working on a film project in a little village in Central France. The film was to be 
about a land conflict that was dividing the village in two. A newly commenced land reallocation 
meant that the landowners and peasants of the village would all be expropriated, the hedges and 
fences would be torn up, and the land would be redistributed in new, bigger and rectilinear parcels, 
all in the name of agricultural intensification. The majority of the local peasants were against the 
procedure because it did not make sense in this area of small-scale extensive cattle breeding, but 
after three years of resistance the administrative procedure was forced through and the bulldozers 
moved in. The film, a sort of documentary Western featuring small farmers, big peasants and barbed 
wire, tells the sad story of this social, spatial and individual rupture (Blanchet and Møhl 1994).  

I had known and frequented the area for 3–4 years, but till now the social landscape had been totally 
impenetrable, a realm of silence and secrecy. My position had not so much been defined by my 
being from a foreign country and a stranger, but there had been no locally grounded reasons for me 
to know anything. Shopping in the local grocery or driving through the village demanded no special 
social insights, and my own actions left no traces in the social landscape either: they were 
insignificant. And had I earlier been hit by a craving to do anthropology here, I would at best have 
been met by polite avoidance and most probably by rejection and silence (Møhl 1997). There was no 
way one could ask questions with the sole purpose of getting to know; there had to be a reason, and 
science was not reason enough (Favret-Saada 1977).  

The land conflict would radically change my position. In a field of exchange dominated by discretion 
and silence, the conflict and its discourses were of a directness and scale—for people risked losing 
land that for generations had anchored and identified them and their ancestors in the local space—
that demanded retort, but the opponents had no such direct means of resistance at their disposal. In 
was in this climate that my filmmaker colleague and I proposed to make a film. The local opponents 
accepted the film project because they saw it as their only way of responding. For these otherwise 
discreet and silent people, the film became their public mouthpiece and a chronicle of the violation 
of their fundamental rights. It also gave them the opportunity to express themselves to the public in 
forms they were used to, namely through action, indirectly and without words. In the recordings of 
their daily lives and association with the land, they staged what they considered the most important 
aspects of their lives which were being threatened by the reallocation and the conflict (Figures 1 and 
2). The film project became my entrance to the social field, an immediate and socially anchored 
reason for being there and getting to know things.  

Through my filmic engagement, I, in Michael Herzfeld’s words (1983: 158), got my hands dirty: I 
took a stance and chose sides. I had allies and enemies, and my own doings suddenly began to have 
significance. I could no longer do my shopping or park just anywhere, or speak with anyone. I was 
involved: what I did created associations and I had to be informed about the conflict-laden social 
landscape I moved around and filmed in. Furthermore, my work with the film and the reallocation 
were considered services that required return, according to local exchange modes. And finally, as 



time went by, through my own association with people and my attentive movements, I became a 
source of knowledge as to other people’s doings and sayings.  

 

 
Figure 1 Taking a break in the fields. Collaborating and sharing (wine) are some of the things the peasants believe are 
threatened by the reallotment and agricultural intensification. (Photo from film, Blanchet and Møhl 1994). 

 

 
Figure 2 Farmers and villagers protest against the reallotment in front of the town hall. (Photo from film, Blanchet and Møhl 
1994).  

 



As such, it was as a participant, and only as that, that I started understanding something of the 
mechanisms of the local system of exchange where objects, deeds and knowledge circulate or are 
retained, and where people thus demarcate and read their own and others’ positions, about the 
significance and force of silence and of words, about the inscription and interpretation of signs in the 
landscape, and more generally about ongoing negotiations of identity and a subtle intersubjective 
balance between dependency and autonomy (Møhl 1997).  

The film project assigned me a position and transformed me: where I had before been ‘‘invisible,’’ it 
made me visible in the local social landscape. And at the same time, this whole field became visible 
to me through my own interaction. Rather than visualizing an anthropological project, seen as an 
externally generated process, the project, the film and the conflict grew into and out of one another 
and became inseparable. External matters and purposes, for example scientific ones, in no way 
determined what became my analytical object: it was an integrated part of my filming participation. 
In the end, one could say that the participation itself actually created and conditioned what became 
the scientific object of study.  

 

AN EXAMPLE FROM FRENCH GUIANA: INTERSUBJECTIVITY  

In the autumn of 2000 I set out to conduct fieldwork among the Emerillon of French Guiana, a 
French overseas department on the South American continent. I had known members of the group 
since 1989 when I had visited one of their villages to develop a fiction film script based on a series of 
their myths. Thus from the start, I was categorized as a filming anthropologist. The Emerillon are few; 
today, a group made up of about 300 to 400 individuals who live in a semi-nomadic manner, moving 
between two settlement areas in interior French Guiana. Over the last twenty years they have 
experienced a rise in ethnic awareness and now wish to obtain recognition and to arrange their lives 
on their own conditions. Before, they were almost invisible, but today a few Emerillon have begun 
participating on the political and culture-political scene, in indigenous and local politics.  

Taking my departure in this rising political awareness, my original research project was to analyze 
discourses of identity on different levels ranging from daily life to the international scene, and to 
investigate how the more politicized, stylized expressions in various political forums might impact 
daily-life experiences of identity, and vice versa. I wanted to investigate how the Emerillon articulated 
their relationship to the surrounding world and further, how this surrounding world categorized, 
depicted or remained silent about them. Furthermore, I was interested in how the Emerillon as a 
group and as individuals creatively picked up external cultural elements from the Western world and 
from neighboring groups and transformed and redefined them as Emerillon.  

The basic methodological idea was to carry out a film project in collaboration with the Emerillon 
about what it meant to be Emerillon, in praxis and in words. The film was thus conceptualized as an 
integrated part of their manifestations of identity and rights toward the surrounding world, thus as a 
part of the political process and not just a description of it. The recordings were meant to strengthen 
the empirical basis for the general analysis of cultural expressions of identity. At the same time, the 
film process would be a way to position myself in relation to the field, to my potential collaborators 
and to their surroundings, and a way of showing what I was interested in – and that I was interested 
in something. One could also say that the filming – the visualization and concretization of the project 
and the participation in the process of representation – in itself was a way to transform anthropology 
into a performance.  



The project happened to be extremely complicated: it encountered difficulties that would give it 
another profile than originally planned. Had I not worked with a camera and based my fieldwork on 
a filmic anthropology, with all the risks implied, it would probably have been easier in a sense, but I 
doubt that it would have been possible at all. Nevertheless in the beginning I often pondered whether 
I should give up the endeavor and engage in a more classical style of fieldwork. For indeed that 
initially seemed to be what most Emerillon were expecting from me, maybe after many years of 
having observed French ethnologists, ethno-botanists, ethno-linguists, ethno-musicologists, etc., who 
had during their short visits elaborated kinship systems, did interviews and censuses and filled out 
questionnaires among the neighboring groups, the Wayana and the Waya ̃pi.  

Projects can always change in their encounter with the field. This is not only inevitable, it is also the 
basic driving force of anthropology, namely to correlate the conceptions we have of the world with 
those that other people present to us. Sometimes one does not even notice that there are 
discrepancies, one’s own conception remains directive, supplemented with only minor inputs from 
the outside=the field; and intersubjectivity is somewhat overshadowed by pure subjectivity. At other 
times intersubjectivity stands out crystal-clear, as when different images do not harmonize but have 
to negotiate toward a common understanding. Sometimes the images are so different that one turns 
blind to the other, which seemed to have been the case concerning the Emerillon. Their expressive 
modes apparently did not fit the dominant scientific image of indigenous French Guyanese, and 
where their neighbors had been amply studied and described in articles and monographs, only some 
minor articles about the Emerillon and their precarious cultural and sanitary situation had appeared 
(Møhl 2012).  

The reactions toward my project were various, but the most general one was a certain reserve and 
ambivalence. Certain members of the Emerillon group saw the point of putting themselves in the 
spotlight, to manifest their collective existence and their ways of life to the surrounding world through 
the camera; a project that corresponded to their own contemporary cultural-political efforts. Others 
seemed not to have a clue about what I meant when I talked about identity, for example. 
Characteristically, many in the beginning tried to be consistent with their images of ethnologists’ 
work and attentively presented me with what they thought I would be expecting, for example 
handicrafts or knowledge about gardening; but it never worked out as they or I expected.  

Some time after my arrival I was approached by Alipoya. He had been pondering my questions for 
some days and said he had found something I could film. I was taken to see another young man who 
was weaving one of the characteristic presses, a tebesi, which was indispensable to the preparation of 
manioc. The elaborate presses, even an equivalent tool, could not be found in commerce, and 
making a tebesi therefore seemed to be a fundamental prerequisite for life in the forest. I suspected 
something that could be defined as essential knowledge and happily took the camera out and started 
filming. The tebesi-weaver had found a nice little clearing at the edge of the forest: the light was 
perfect, a tame bird strutted around cooing, and the two young men started discussing weaving 
techniques and patterns as the work progressed. A young girl who had hitherto seemed skeptical 
about the film project came by and readily entered the scene to comment on the work. I had the 
impression that finally something was happening: the camera was starting to play its role as catalyst, 
thus the initiative was passing over to the Emerillon and we were slowly moving toward a description 
of what it meant to be Emerillon.  

But very soon, and luckily so, this picturesque image was blemished, and this conformist and 
idealized image of ‘‘Emerillon identity’’ was rectified. Emerillon was not something one was, it was 
something one was constantly becoming. The young weaver, it turned out, had never woven before; 



this was his first attempt (spurred by the camera?). He made many mistakes, unraveled his work, and 
had difficulties remembering what he had only seen his father do years ago, but had never been 
taught or had tried for himself. His half-finished, somewhat bulky tebesi made his family laugh loudly 
and was finished before I arrived to film the next day – by a visiting member of the neighboring Trio 
group. The two young men had tried to show me what they thought I was expecting. But at the same 
time, they had demonstrated that the image was incorrect and also, in their conscious organization of 
the scene, that this incongruence between external images and internal experiences was something 
they were perfectly aware of. This consciousness however went beyond the mirror image produced 
by the camera in this specific situation; it encompassed the whole field of tension between 
themselves and the surrounding world.  

It was of course not only the affair with the manioc press that drew these matters out for me; it was 
the accumulation of a series of similar and different situations that slowly began to shift the focus of 
the project, and to sketch out the field and my position in it. Alipoya, who had arranged the weaving 
scene, would later on propose several shoots – fishing, hunting, garden work, expeditions into the 
jungle, and so on – where he demonstrated both his own skills and his lack of skills, but also the 
ingenuity of his choices. He used the camera to get activities going that would certainly not have 
taken place had I not been there with the camera, but that always drew on a repertoire of possibilities 
that were within or just at the edge of his reach (Figure 3).  

One day he thus proposed to show me some particular Emerillon fishing techniques, although he was 
known to be a mediocre fisherman. We set off in a leaky canoe, equipped with a set of flimsy sticks, 
supposedly fishing rods. Expectations were low on all sides. But after having made some of the 
anticipated insignificant takes, he managed to catch more and bigger fish than he had ever done 
before. Incited by the camera, he presented the ideal Emerillon fisherman that he had always wished 
to be and, through the process, he actually became that fisherman. In his experience, and obviously 
also in mine, the camera had become a device that literally made things happen.  

 
Figure 3 Alipoya catching a small aïmara. (Photo from film, Møhl 2012).  



So all at once he showed me and, through the camera, the surrounding world, what could be 
characterized as Emerillon skills and inventiveness, and at the same time, he performed a mise-en-
scène for himself and for other Emerillon of his own mastery of these skills, a mastery that had often 
been questioned by himself and others but that he now visibly surpassed.  

Later on, the local schoolteacher tried to get the children to collect knowledge about medical plants 
as a combined literacy and cultural collection project. But the children came back empty-handed; 
their parents had not answered their questions. The schoolteacher therefore assumed that the parents 
did not know any medical plants, that this knowledge was forgotten, and probably made the same 
mistake as many visiting scientists had over the years, confounding the lack of an answer with the 
lack of knowledge, or even, as some did, with degeneracy and lack of culture together (e.g., Hurault 
and Frenay 1963). I had eventually begun to grasp the often implicit forms of the Emerillon and to 
understand why they had been overlooked for so long. I instead interpreted the lack of an answer as a 
significant silence, one that implied that knowledge was not just something that was handed out in 
the form of lists; it required a genuine will to know, one that was motivated by necessity and a 
forthcoming praxis.  

After some time the woman who had originally invited me to the village and who was one of the few 
politically engaged persons showed an interest in collaborating in my work. But it was always clear 
that she was not willing to take on the role of the informant who simply supplies (or herself 
constitutes) raw data to be developed and analyzed by the anthropologist. She was also an analyst, 
engaged in studying and conveying knowledge about her people’s existence, ways of living and 
conditions, and when she presented her ideas to the camera they already had the structure of self-
contained analyses. She did not want simply to assist, she wanted to be at the forefront, and she 
discovered the camera made this possible. In the film, she would stand in first-person, as speaking 
and acting rather than describing; as a subject rather than an object. She had also previously 
accepted to collaborate on the mythic film project, telling and translating the myths, and it occurred 
to me that also the myths—stories about the founding actions of the ancestors, culture heroes and 
spirits in a distant past— could be described as coherent analyses, as has also been noted by Lévi-
Strauss and Éliade (e.g., Lévi-Strauss 1972; Éliade 1963). The myths were not raw data either, they 
were comments on and interpretations of the present and they simultaneously, and in their habitually 
elegant manner, communicated an awareness of their own analytical capacity. They had a before-
mentioned doubleness that Turner identifies in all performances (Turner 1988). While Alipoya and 
others like him mostly used the stage to install themselves in the role of a perfect Emerillon, with all 
that it implied of hard work, unsuccessful attempts and reinterpretations, the other recordings dealt 
with already prepared and analyzed, self-objectifying and controlled knowledge.  

On my next trip I went to another area and my project was received in a different manner. Here my 
hosts started informing me almost without encouragement: I only had to show up with the camera. 
They told me about kinship systems and clans I had never been told of before, about the different 
spirits of the forest and the rivers, about the many souls of humans and why we fall ill, about 
shamanistic healings, about the organization of the universe and the historical origins of the 
landscape. At first I was bewildered by all this information, but with time it became clear that in this 
situation I was actually being served ‘‘classical data.’’ But once again they were not ‘‘raw’’ data; they 
were presented in nicely ordered patterns, almost edited, nearly ready for publication. It became 
clear that my informants – and I purposely use the term here – actively wanted a monograph, along 
with the film, to come out of our collaboration, just as there were several monographs about their 
neighbors, the Wayapi. And furthermore, it was the apparently uncooperative persons from my first 



visit who had taken me here and set me up with my new knowledgeable and cooperative hosts; thus 
they also had their part in this display of knowledge.  

I have here only outlined a few of the episodes where the effects of the camera became palpable and 
contributed to shifting my analytical focus. An important part of my analysis thus came to focus less 
on what I was learning about the world of the Emerillon than on why I learned it—that is, why I was 
told and shown what I was. Like Herzfeld, I was concerned with one of the basic problems for 
anthropologists, namely to understand how their informants and collaborators understand them 
(Herzfeld 1983: 153).  

The fundamental element of my approach was that I was filming, whereby my project was rendered 
tangible and my collaborators made accomplices. This produced mise-en-scène of various sorts, as 
we have seen, in the form of ideal or wishful images that were nevertheless within the capacities and 
range of action of the performers and that implied a consciousness about the mise-en-scène; in the 
form of analytical presentations and political discourses that installed the performers as conscious 
and responsible representatives; and in the form of ethnographies dictated by the Emerillon to me as 
if to a public scribe. In these examples, it was always well-articulated and conscious expressions 
where the performers installed themselves – and were installed through the method – at the forefront 
as co-authors of the ethnography rather than as objects. In that sense there was a coherence between 
form and content where another method would probably not have conveyed such expressions nor 
even have opened my eyes to them.  

When I say my focus was shifted, it is because if I initially thought I could say something about 
Emerillon identity as experienced by the Emerillon in their daily lives, my actual field of inquiry 
instead became the field of tension between them and the surrounding world over what went into the 
category. I had to recognize that it was in the role of the mediator that I acquired knowledge, so it 
was the field of mediation I participated in and was addressed in, and it was thus the only field I 
could get to know anything significant about through experience. Once again, my field was created 
by participation in it and not as something I could study from the outside. The community that 
became my field was therefore not only constituted by the Emerillon as a group, but came to 
comprise something bigger, more inclusive and fluctuating, a historically contingent field of tension 
between those considering themselves Emerillon and the surrounding world, which for a while also 
included myself at close range.  

The written work that came out of this filmic fieldwork deals with this representational field of tension 
(Møhl in press). The first part considers three types of external representation – histories, maps and 
enumerations – made about the Emerillon over the centuries, and the effects these representations 
have had and have on the daily lives of the Emerillon. I also identify the mechanisms of the different 
theoretical frameworks and their shortcomings in encompassing Emerillon ways and even in 
acknowledging their existence as a valid cultural and social group. The second part deals with the 
different and sometimes inconspicuous but always imaginative ways which the Emerillon have begun 
producing their own images and investing the representational field with their own versions, 
produced in their own conditions. The film, made up of their presentations of Emerillon ways, is 
obviously part of this work. In Talal Asad’s words (1986), the representational asymmetries that have 
been linked to the general historical and political asymmetries of colonial history are thus shifted a 
bit, through the Emerillon’s own efforts but also through our joint filmic and textual efforts.  

 



TO SUM UP: ON PARTICIPATION  

As Favret-Saada says, participant observation is a contradiction in terms. In her case when it comes to 
studying sorcery, it is like wanting to eat burning hot ice-cream (Favret-Saada 1990). She identifies 
participation as the total submission to the phenomenon one studies, and observation as a position of 
distance, and has difficulties merging the two. She affirms that in anthropology participation is often 
only a means to observation, a way of ‘‘getting closer’’ without being attributed value in itself. The 
goal is observation. I am also inclined to concentrate on the participation part of the duo, but I do not 
associate observation with distance because I believe that observation, or examination, of one’s own 
and other people’s actions is a basic communicative condition, a part of the reflexive consciousness 
Turner describes, and also a basic condition for a filmic anthropology. It is to step into the field with 
all senses open (for observation is not reduced to vision). Once you are there, in a specific space with 
specific people, the work of determining and delimiting a field, a knowledge field, begins, and this is 
where participation becomes decisive – because it by definition is what one participates in that 
becomes one’s field, one’s empirical object.  

The filmic anthropology I have described here has for me been such a way of participating, and also 
a way of signifying my participation. This participation defined my field, not the other way around. 
The understanding I had of the worlds of the people whose lives I studied was my only source of 
knowledge. And these understandings were closely linked to how people understood and positioned 
me, for that was what determined the types of exchange I became involved in and which knowledge 
I obtained access to. In the conflict-ridden French village I was mainly identified as an ally whose 
actions had social consequences and who therefore needed to know where and how to tread in the 
dense and loaded social landscape. I needed to be trained as an agent in a social environment that I, 
even if only for a while and because of the exchanges I engaged in, was a member of. I did not 
become a ‘‘local’’ or a ‘‘native,’’ but a partner in exchange, and my job was to understand the 
conditions of and the meanings of these exchanges, with myself cast as a ‘‘crown witness.’’  

In French Guiana, it took some time for me to understand that the same mechanisms were being 
activated there and were determining my field too. As I said before, I thought I would be able to 
understand what it felt like to be an Emerillon, but soon found out that that was not what I was being 
taught. I was not a novice, a future practitioner who would slowly be given insight into the 
knowledge that my coming existence would require. Those were not the intentions I was putting 
across nor the conditions I was submitted to, and that was not how my Emerillon interlocutors and 
collaborators experienced me. The Emerillon also had no intention of installing me in the position of 
omniscient academic authority on Emerillon culture; they did not want to be objects but subjects of 
knowledge. On the other hand, they were ready to use my willingness to mediate knowledge about 
them to the world around them, but again as co-responsible knowledge subjects, something which 
my filmic method also encouraged. Therefore I was eventually installed in the role of a mediator and 
addressed as such. The knowledge I was knowingly given insight into was intended to change the 
image of the Emerillon as a non-existent, invalid or vanishing people to the external world. What I 
participated in was mediation, a field where I could be an agent and a partner of exchange, and that 
was therefore the experience I would be able to say something about.  

It might seem natural to think that when one approaches the field with a camera, one has already 
installed oneself in the role of a mediator or communication agent. However, what I have tried to 
show here is that the world does not simply lie there, open for one to experience, it is shaped while 
one is moving toward and into it. One thing is the wish to communicate, whether in film or in 



writing; it is something else to determine what field and what worlds one actually gets access to and 
thereby becomes able to communicate about.  

 

NOTES  

1. For a historical development, see de Brigard (1975), Møhl (1993) and Pink (2001).  
2. I previously used the term ‘‘filmic ethnography’’ to avoid confusion with the notion of 

anthropologie filmique used for mainly biometrical purposes by researchers at the University of 
Paris-Nanterre (France 1994); but finally I find the term ‘‘filmic anthropology’’ more appropriate to 
the present epistemological concerns.  

3. Here I use Kirsten Hastrup’s (2003) distinction between the empirical object, the geographical 
places and the concrete, often changeable social and imaginary worlds that the anthropologist is 
confronted with; and the analytical object, the abstract, selective and constructed frame that the 
anthropologist establishes to contain and make sense of the empirical.  

4. There might be objects, animals, empty places or people filmed with long-distance optics, but we 
then move into a different genre that has nothing to do with human relations and anthropology.  

5. This indexical simultaneity is obviously what is at stake when it comes to the film medium’s 
authoritative ‘‘realism’’ and seductive trompe-l’oeil effect, used and misused throughout the 
history of filmmaking, notably in scientific filmmaking, in the search for, among other things, 
undeniable proof (Møhl 1993). 
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